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Abstract 
 Diaspora, in a sense is a condition of being and becoming a different way to live with sameness and solidarity. 
Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni’s Arranged Marriage and Maya Angelou’s I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings are two 
different genres which deals with difficulties of the feminine diasporean. This paper is a comparison of three characters 
Sumita, Maya Angelou and a young girl, who as women faces many challenges in life. They also wanted to find an 
identity for themselves through their marriages or love life. But it is made clear that diasporeans has to undergo some 
challenges throughout their lives. Furthermore, the identities of the coloured women could be a result of individual 
choices. Diaspora as such, appears as a site of various cultures, which can both empower or disempower the women. 
  
 The word “diaspora” comes from the Greek verb ‘speiro’ which means “to scatter” and the 

preposition ‘dia’ means “over”. Diaspora refers to the dispersion of a group of people from a centre to 

two or more peripheral places and the collective memory and trauma involved in such dispersion. 

Diasporic members often feel a sense of hatred or alienation in the host country because of systematic 

racism and socio-economic exclusion. Diasopric culture involves socio-economic, political and cultural 

transnational exchange among and between the separated populations of the diaspora.  

 The Indian Diaspora is now a vital and inseparable part of American life, culture and literature. 

Indian-American writers have made a simultaneous and substantial contribution to both Indian and 

American literatures. As Prof. Jasbir Jain writes, “Expatriate writing occupies a significant position 

between cultures and countries. It generates theory and defines positions as it constructs a new identity 

which negotiates boundaries and confines and relates to different temporal and spatial metaphors. 

Cultures travel, take root or get dislocated and individuals internalize nostalgia or experience amnesia. 

Writers living abroad live on the margins of two societies and cultural theory are today being created by 

people who live on the margins” (Jain 11). 

 Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni, a prolific and versatile writer is an acclaimed Indian-American writer. 

She has won several prestigious awards for her poetry, short stories, essays and novels. She writes for 

both children and adults and her fiction covers multiple genres - realism, history, magic realism and 

fantasy. Divakaruni's works deals with two problematic areas of contemporary post-colonial theory - 

'diaspora' and 'feminism'. The Indian diaspora is caught between a sense of homelessness on the one 

hand and a sense of networking and solidarity on the other hand, in a virtually endless attempt to bridge 

the gap between native and adopted cultures. This paper focuses on few of Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni's 

characters from the first popular collection of short stories Arranged Marriage (1995). 

 Mrs. Sumita Sen, a young girl from Calcutta is married to Somesh, a store-manager in California. 

Sumita testifies that marriage in India is the centre where girls are forced to embrace the unknown and 

where marital rape is accepted by the society. She is relocated in an alien country where everything 
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goes on well. But soon she finds an ugly side to life in America after the death of her husband. She 

decides to stay back in the country hoping to recover soon from her husband’s death. Clothes play an 

important role from exquisite sarees from India to bold dresses from America which symbolizes the 

strengths and weaknesses of each culture. Sumita is confused about what to wear after her husband’s 

death. Colors like red, orange, pink which shows new beginnings on one hand and white which 

symbolizes widowhood on the other hand. Finally, she decides to live her life in her own heroic way. She 

yearns to go back to her native land but still she says.  

... I cannot go back. I don't know yet how I'll manage, here in this new, dangerous land. I only know I 

must. Because all over India, at this very moment, widows in white saris are bowing their veiled 

heads, serving tea to in-laws. Doves with cut-off wings. ... I tilt my chin, readying myself for the 

arguments of coming weeks, the remonstrations. In the mirror, a woman holds my gaze, her eyes 

apprehensive yet steady (Arranged marriage 33. All quotation from the text will be cited as AM 

along with the page numbers) 

 This shows how an Indian widow is treated or even ignored sometimes in her own country, by her 

own people. Thus the concept of “diaspora”- living in an alien country and wanting to go back to her 

native makes her life further complicated. 

 The next character is from the fourth story of Arranged Marriage, it is a young girl who is born and 

brought up in Calcutta but a PhD scholar in US. The story depicts the emotional conflict in the mind of 

the young girl. She is caught between the love for her widowed mother who has worked hard to make 

her successful and the love for her boy friend that has lost his parents at a very young age. She is 

horrified to break her relationship neither with her affectionate mother nor with her passionate lover. 

Finally she reveals her live-in relationship to her mother as a result of which her mother disowns her. 

Surprisingly life gives her a twist; she is also abandoned by her lover. Now she is in a state where she 

can neither return back to India nor live in US. When life seems to be miserable she stays strong and still 

wants to live her life. Finally she decides to live a life for herself not for her mother or for her lover, 

neither the Indian society nor the American way of living for both treats women as an object to be 

controlled or enjoyed as she says 

 ...Surely there's another choice. .... your new life, the one you're going to live for yourself. And a 

word comes to you out of the opening sky. The word love, You see that you had never understood it 

before. It is like rain, and when you lift your face to it, like rain it washes away inessentials, leaving 

you hollow, clean, ready to begin (AM 70-71).  

 On exploring both the characters it is clear that people face many difficulties being located in an 

alien country especially women. Her both the women fight hard to find an identity for themselves. It 

was not that hard when they where under the identity of their husband or lover. But once they were 

abandoned by their partners, it was necessary for them to have their own identity to lead their lives. 

Chitra Banerjee clearly brings out the conflict in the minds both the characters. They neither wanted to 

go back to their native fearing the rejection as a window and abandoned girl nor wanted to stay back in 

the alienated country.  

 Afro-Americans also referred as Black Americans are an ethnic group of Americans with total or 

partial ancestry from any of the Black racial groups of Africa. In past there have been events and issues 

such as slavery, racism, reconstruction development of the Afro-American community participation in 

the great military conflicts of the United States, racial segregation and the Civil Rights Movement. Black 

activists became play wrights fuelling the Civil Right Movement with their representations of black life 

on the stage. This paved the way for Afro-American literature. Afro-American literature is the body of 

literature produced in the United States by writers of African descent. 
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 Maya Angelou was an Afro-American poet, memoirist, novelist and Civil Rights activist. The 

publication of Angelou’s novel I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings in 1970 explores the representations of 

the black women in diaspora. The novel deconstructs some of the typical notions of “blackness” and 

“feminine” which are propagated in the idiom of the colonizer. The novel explores how marginality is 

created on the axes of race, gender and class. It is pertinent here to highlight some of the issues involved 

in diasporean and gender studies. Colour plays an important role Maya’s life. She was humiliated, 

molested, betrayed even neglected in front of everybody because she is black. Even the institution of 

Law was not supposed to be respectful to the black women. When Mrs. Henderson was called in the 

court to provide information about the man who took refuge in her store, she was called “Mrs” by the 

judge mistakenly, because a black woman was not supposed to own the store.  

The judge had really made a gaffe calling a Negro woman Mrs. But then he was from Pine bluff and 

couldn’t have been expected to know that a woman who owned a store in that village would also 

turn out to be coloured. The whites tickled their funny bones with the incident for a long time, and 

the Negroes thought it proved the worth and majesty of my grandmother. (I Know Why the Caged 

Bird Sings 48. All quotation from the text will be cited as CB along with the page numbers) 

 Like every black girl growing up in diaspora, Maya suffers from intense depression and frustration 

at her black skin and unattractive body. Furthermore, growing up in a racist community was a trauma 

for every girl like Maya because the standard of beauty was ‘white skin’ and the sense of belonging to 

her race could be affirmed by ‘black skin’ only. Consequently, Marguerite had developed a split 

personality where she desired to be white but loved the black people. Her black skin consequently 

becomes a symbol of her confinement by a specific set of laws, which results in a lesser self-esteem.  

“Because I was really white and because a cruel fairy stepmother, who was understandably jealous 

of my beauty had turned me in to a too big negro girl, with nappy black hair broad feet and a space 

between her teeth that would hold a number two pencil.”(CB.3) 

 Diasporean experience makes the protagonist more aware of her own body and sexuality. Her 

mother gives her the courage to speak out of her private parts which she would not dare mentioning in 

Arkansas. “Ritie, do you mean your vagina? Don’t use those Southern terms. There’s nothing wrong with 

the word “vagina.” It’s a medical description.” (CB.275). Marguerite exercises a self-imposed control 

over her sexuality, which originated partly from her brought up according to the orthodox black values, 

and partly because of her rape in a tender age. Her grandmother had always taught her to close her legs. 

“Keep your legs closed and don’t let nobody see your pocketbook.” (CB.73). When she is located in 

diaspora, she tries to define her identity by having sex with a man.  

What I needed was a boyfriend. A boyfriend would clarify my position to the world, and even more 

important, to me. A boyfriend’s acceptance of me would guide me into that strange and exotic land 

of frills and femininity. (CB.281)  

 The genius of Angelou lies in the fact that she represents diaspora as a space where multiple 

identities of the women are contested placing her in the subject and object positions. 

 As a result of exploring both the short story Arranged Marriage and the autobiography I Know Why 

the Caged Bird Sings it is clear that they are in search of an identity. Whatever countries they belong to 

women are in need of an identity. In all the cases they find marriage as a solution for their problems. 

While comparing all the three diasporic characters Sumita, the young girl and Maya they have one thing 

which is similar, fear; fear of rejection, fear of failure. It becomes true in all the characters, their 

marriages end in failure. At the same time they stay strong and decide to live their lives and create an 

identity for themselves. 
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